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Abstract
There has been significant interest on the impact of cascade effects on the diffusion of networking technology upgrades in the Internet. Thinking of the global Internet as a graph, where each node
represents an economically-motivated Internet Service Provider (ISP), a key problem is to determine
the smallest set of nodes that can trigger a cascade that causes every other node in the graph to adopt
the protocol. We design the first approximation algorithm with a provable performance guarantee for
this problem, in a model that captures the following key issue: a node’s decision to upgrade should be
influenced by the decisions of the remote nodes it wishes to communicate with.
Keywords. Approximation algorithms, diffusion processes, networks.
Bibliographic note. An extended abstract of this work appeared in SODA’13.
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Introduction

There has been significant interest in the impact of cascade effects on the diffusion of technology
upgrades in the Internet [2, 6, 10, 14, 15, 18, 21, 24, 25, 33]. Thinking of the global Internet as a graph,
where each node represents an independent, economically-motivated autonomous system (AS), e.g., AT&T,
Google, Telecom Italia, or Bank of America, a key problem is to determine the set of nodes that governments
and regulatory groups should target as early adopters of the new technology, with the goal of triggering a
cascade that causes more and more nodes to voluntarily adopt the new technology [6, 18, 21, 25]. Given the
effort and expense required to target ASes as early adopters, a natural objective (that has appeared in both the
networking literature [2,6,18] and also that of viral marketing [13,27]) is to find the smallest possible seedset
of early adopters that could drive a cascade of adoption; doing this would shed light on how best to manage
the upgrade from insecure routing [5] to secure routing [28,29], or from IPv4 to IPv6 [11], or the deployment
of technology upgrades like QoS [22], fault localization [3], and denial of service prevention [38].
Thus far, the literature has offered only heuristic solutions to the problem of the diffusion of networking
technologies. In this paper, we design the first approximation algorithm with a provable performance guarantee that optimizes the selection of early adopter nodes, in a model of that captures the following important
property: the technologies we study only allow a pair of nodes to communicate if they have a path between
them consisting of nodes that also use the new technology [3, 6, 18, 22, 23, 29, 38].
Model. Consider a graph G(V, E) that represents the internetwork. We use the following progressive
process to model the diffusion of a new technology: a node starts out as inactive (using an older version
∗
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of the technology) and activates (adopts the new, improved technology) once it obtains sufficient utility
from the new technology. Once a node is active, it can never become inactive. To model the cost of
technology deployment, the standard approach [20, 27, 36] is to associate a threshold θ(u) with each node u
that determines how large its utility should be before it is willing to activate. A node’s utility depends on the
size of the connected components of active nodes adjacent to u in G. Thus, node u activates if the connected
component containing u in the subgraph induced in G by nodes {v : v ∈ V, Node v is active} ∪ {u} has
size at least θ(u). We study the following optimization problem:
Given G and the threshold function θ : V → {2, ..., |V |}, what is the smallest feasible seedset
S ⊆ V such that if nodes in S activate, then all remaining nodes in V eventually activate?
This model of node utility captures two key ideas:
1. the traditional notion of “direct network externalities/effects” from economics [16, 26], marketing [4]
and other areas [32], that supposes an active node that is part of a network of k active nodes has utility
that scales with k, and
2. the fact that we are interested in networking technologies that only allow a pair of active nodes u, v ∈
G(V, E) to communicate if there is path of active nodes between them in G.
Our model has much in common with the vast literature on diffusion of innovations, and especially the
linear threshold model for diffusion in social networks, articulated by Kempe et al. [27] and extensively
studied in many other works. Indeed, the two models diverge only in the choice of the utility function; ours
is non-local, while theirs depends the (weighted) sum of a node’s active neighbors in G. Meanwhile, the
non-local nature of our utility function has much in common with the classic literature on “direct network
externalities/effects” [4, 16, 26, 32] with the important difference that these classic models ignore the underlying graph structure, and instead assume that utility depends on only a count of the active nodes. We shall
now see that these differences have a substantial effect on our algorithmic results.

1.1

Our results.

Our main result is an approximation algorithm based on linear programming that consists of two phases.
The first is a linearization phase that exploits combinatorial properties to encode our problem as an integer
program (IP) with a 2-approximate solution, while the second is a randomized rounding algorithm that
operates by restricting our search space to connected seedsets, i.e., seedsets that induce a connected subgraph
of G . We have:
Theorem 1.1 (Main result). Consider a networking technology diffusion problem {G(V, E), θ} where the
smallest seedset has size opt, the graph has diameter r (i.e., r is the length of “longest shortest path” in G),
and there are at most ` possible threshold values, i.e., θ : V → {θ1 , ..., θ` }. Then there is a polynomial time
algorithm that returns a seedset S of size O(r` log |V | · opt).
Relationship to the linear threshold model in social networks. Our main result highlights the major
algorithmic difference between our work and the linear threshold model in social networks [27]. In the
social network setting, Chen [7] showed that this problem is devastatingly hard, even when r, ` = O(1);
to avoid this discouraging lower bound, variations of the problem that exploit submodular properties of the
objective have been considered (e.g., where thresholds are chosen uniformly at random [27] or see [8, 34]
and references therein). Indeed, the ubiquity of these techniques seems to suggest that diffusion problems
are tractable only when the objective exhibits submodularity properties. Our work provides an interesting
counterpoint: our positive result does not rely on submodular optimization, and we show that the influence
function in our problem, and its natural variations, lacks submodularity properties.
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Dependencies on r, `, and log |V | are necessary. Removing our algorithm’s dependence on r, `, or log |V |
is likely to require a very different set of techniques because of the following barriers:
1. Computational barrier. We use a reduction from Set Cover to show that our problem does not admit
any o(ln |V |)-approximation algorithm, even if r, ` = O(1).
2. Combinatorial barrier. We present a family of problem instances that prove that any algorithm that
returns a connected seedset must pay an Ω(r)-increase in the size of the seedset in the worst case.
3. Integrality gap. The linear program we use has an integrality gap of Ω(`) so that our rounding
algorithm is asymptotically optimal in `.
Quality of approximation. We interpret the quality of our approximation for typical problem instances.
The motivation for our problem is to help centralized authority (e.g., a government, a regulatory group)
determine the right set of autonomous systems (ASes) in the Internet to target as early adopters for an
upgrade to a new networking technology [17, 31]. We comment on the asymptotic order of r and ` when a
centralized authority executes this algorithm. The graph G is the Internet’s AS-level graph, which is growing
over time, with diameter r that does not exceed O(log |V |) (see, e.g., [30]). We remark that the empirical
data we have about the Internet’s AS-level topology [1, 9, 12, 37] is the result of a long line of Internet
measurement research [35]. On the other hand, obtaining empirical data on ASes’ thresholds is still subject
to ongoing research [17,19]. The following natural assumption and practical constraint restrict the threshold
granularity `: (a) ASes should not be sensitive to small changes in utility (e.g., 1000 nodes vs. 1001 nodes),
and that (b) in practice, it is infeasible for a centralized authority to obtain information about θ(u) from
every AS u in the Internet, both because this business information is kept private and because, perhaps
more importantly, many of these nodes are in distant and possibly uncooperative countries. Thus, thresholds
should be chosen from a geometric progression {(1+), (1+)2 , ...., (1+)` } or even restricted to a constant
size set {5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 30%, 50%} as in [6, 18, 33] so that ` = O(log |V |). Our approximation ratio
is therefore polylogarithmic in |V | in this context.
New heuristics. Finally, we remark that our IP formulation might also be a promising starting point for
the design of new heuristics. Indeed, we ran a generic IP solver to find seedsets on problem instances of
non-trivial size; the seedsets we found were often substantially better than those returned by several natural
heuristics (including those used in [2, 6, 18]).
Bibliographical notes. An extended abstract of this work appeared at the Symposium for Discrete Algorithms (SODA’13), and the full version of this work is available as arXiv report 1202.2928 http://
arxiv.org/abs/1202.2928. Video of a presentation of this work is available at http://crcs.seas.
harvard.edu/2012/11/02/monday-february-25-2013-sharon-goldberg-boston-university-on-tba/.
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